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Etajima City

Etajima-cho

Okimi-cho

Nomi-cho

Ogaki-cho

Disaster Prevention Guidebook 
f o r  F o r e i g n  R e s i d e n t s
Protect Yourself from Natural Disasters

Evacuate as soon as you can!

◎If the Nankai Trough Earthquake 
occurs, many of the plains areas in the 
city are expected to be flooded by a 
tsunami.

◎The soil surface is covered by granite. 
Decomposed granite can easily cause 
sediment disasters. There are many 
dangerous areas, including erosion 
control areas and steep slopes.

Etajima City, Hiroshima Prefecture

外国人市民のための防災ガイドブック（英語）



Learn survival Japanese in case of an emergency
◦Fire.（KAJI DESU.） 
◦Please help me.（TASUKETE KUDASAI.） 
◦Please call an ambulance/fire truck.
　（KYUUKYUUSHA/SHOUBOUSHA O YONDE KUDASAI.）

◦Where is the evacuation center?
　（HINANJO WA DOKO DESU KA?.）

◦Please take me to the evacuation center.
　（HINANJO E TSURETE ITTE KUDASAI.） 

◦I hove a sore ○○.（○○ GA ITAI DESU.）

◦I am injured. （KEGA O SHIMASHITA.）

◦I am at ○○ now.（IMA, ○○ NI IMASU.） 
◦Where am I?（KOKO WA DOKO DESU KA?）

◦Is there anyone who understands English?
　（EIGO GA WAKARU HITO IMASU KA?）

◦Toilet（TOIRE）,  hospital （BYOIN） ,
　convenience store （KONBINI）,
　public phone（KOSHUDENWA）

head 
(ATAMA)

eye
 (ME) nose (HANA)

hand/arm 
(TE)

chest 
(MUNE)

mouth
 (KUCHI)

ear 
(MIMI)

stomach
(ONAKA)

foot/leg
(ASHI)

Memo
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Introduction
There is no absolutely correct answer for disaster preparedness. This is 

because we need to act differently depending on the disaster that occurs.  

To minimize disaster damage, it is important to know about disaster 

prevention in advance.

If you are not accustomed to life in Japan or if you don't understand 

Japanese well, you may not get correct disaster information.  Differences 

in culture and lifestyle may cause misunderstandings between you and the 

people around you during evacuation or at an evacuation center.

It is important to know survival Japanese in case of an emergency, establish 

good relationships with your neighbors, and learn Japanese rules for daily 

living.  When major disasters occurred in the past, many people were helped 

by their neighbors. 

This book does not introduce every kind of natural disaster and the 

measures to take should they occur.  If you have any questions or if you 

want to know more, please find out more on your own, and learn about daily 

life in Japan and your town to prepare yourself for disasters.  

Please write down what you have found or confirmed in the blank spaces of 

this book. 

Please deepen your knowledge about disasters so that the knowledge will 

be useful in the event a disaster occurs.
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Preparing for Disasters

Evacuation centers are places to go to in the event of a disaster. Places such as 
elementary schools and community centers are often designated as evacuation 
centers.  You can check the locations of evacuation centers at the city office.  Go to an 
evacuation center when you feel that you are in danger or when the city office issues 
evacuation preparation information, an evacuation advisory, or an evacuation warning.  
At an evacuation center, you can “sleep,” “receive food,” “receive disaster and life 
information,” etc.  Anyone can use evacuation centers regardless of nationality: not 
only residents but also tourists and people who happen to be there.  Check where the 
evacuation centers are in your neighborhood, and check which route to take to get to 
which evacuation center in what kind of disaster situation.  Also check the locations of 
nearby hospitals, convenience stores, and public phones.
The city office distributes copies of a hazard map (a map that indicates the areas 
where damage is expected if a natural disaster occurs and the locations of evacuation 
centers).  Check the hazard map in advance.  

Many people gather and stay together and there 
are many rules.

Due to your own lifestyle or religion, you may be at a loss as to what to do.  If you have 
any questions, ask the people around you, and consult with them, if there is something 
that you are unable to do.

◦Taking off your shoes ◦Time and amount when distributing food
◦Toilet use and garbage disposal ◦Avoid causing trouble to others

For example:

① Check the locations of evacuation centers

Write down the locations of evacuation 
centers, hospitals, public phones, etc.Create your own 

neighborhood map.

At an evacuation center
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Cooperation with your neighbors is essential during a disaster. If there is someone who 
is asking for help, lend a helping hand. If there are children, senior citizens or disabled 
people, help them.  Establish a good relationship with your neighbors.  Establishing a 
good relationship with your neighbors will lead to your safety and security. 

It is important to prepare an emergency survival kit so that you can evacuate quickly in 
the case of an emergency.  There have been many cases where survival kits were left 
behind when an earthquake occurred due to houses collapsing.  Try to leave survival 
kits in a place where they can be taken out easily. 

▼Valuable Items

▼Other

② Cooperate with your neighbors 

③ Emergency Survival Kit for Evacuation

▼Food ▼Daily necessities

(Keep your emergency survival kit in a backpack, etc., so that it can be quickly taken 
along when you evacuate.)

■ Water ■ Emergency food ■ Towels and tissues ■ Clothing

■ Bankbook
■ Inkan 
(personal seal)

■ Passport or alien 
registration card

 (resident card: 2012.7~)
■ Copy of health 

insurance card

10 yen coins: for using public telephones

■ Cash

■ Mobile phone and 
charger

■ Flashlight
(extra batteries)

■ Portable radio
(extra batteries) ■ Knife and lighter ■ First-aid kit
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Disaster information such as news is generally issued in Japanese. Incorrect rumors 
also circulate causing confusion.  Communication in your mother tongue may not 
be possible at the evacuation center.  There is a limit to issuing information in many 
languages.  Therefore, it is useful to learn simple Japanese so that you can understand 
information or communicate in Japanese.
Emergency information will be issued as news tickers running across the TV screen or 
emails sent to mobile phones.  This information will be in Japanese.  Pay attention to 
such information.

This symbol in a building indicates an emergency exit. 
Use doors with this sign to get outside during an emergency.

Emergency exit symbol

④ Japanese used during emergencies and access to emergency information

⑥ Other

Make sure that safety precautions against disasters are taken in and around your house.

⑤ Safety precautions in and around your house

① Secure furniture. ② Do not place items in the hallway or doorway.
→Prevent furniture 

from tipping
or falling over.

→They will obstruct your escape route.

③ Apply anti-shatter film to window glass. ④Check that the roof and walls 
are not damaged.→Prevents window

glass from shattering. →Prevents roof 
tiles from falling 
down and walls 
from collapsing.
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List of Temporary Evacuation Centers in Etajima City

Town 
name Facility name Earth

quake
Sediment 
disaster

Storm 
surge Tsunami

O
gaki-cho

⑱ Fukae Elderly Citizens' Center × ○ ○ ×

⑲ Ogaki Public Hall × ○ ○ ○

⑳ Yuko Hall ○ ○ ○ ②

� Former Okimi Elementary School × ○ ② ×

� Kakiura Elderly Citizens' Center ○ ○ × ×

� Ogaki Welfare Cultural Hall × ○ ○ ×

� Hitonose Elderly Citizens' Center ○ ○ ○ ×

Town 
name Facility name Earth

quake
Sediment 
disaster

Storm 
surge Tsunami

O
kim

i-cho

⑮ Okimi Public Hall × ○ ② ×

⑯ Okimi Fureai Center ○ ○ ○ ○

⑰ Okimi Branch × × ○ ○

Town 
name Facility name Earth

quake
Sediment 
disaster

Storm 
surge Tsunami

E
tajim

a-cho

① Etajima Health Center ○ ○ ○ ○

② Washibe Public Hall ○ ○ ○ ×

③ Konan Fureai Center ○ ○ ○ ×

④ Akizuki Public Hall × ○ ② ×

⑤ Etajima Community Center ○ ○ ② ③

Town 
name Facility name Earth

quake
Sediment 
disaster

Storm 
surge Tsunami

E
tajim

a-cho

⑥ Kirikushi Public Hall × ○ ○ ×

⑦ Konoura Elderly Citizens' Center × × ○ ×

⑧ Ozu Public Hall × × ② ×

⑨ Tsukumo Children's Center ○ ○ ○ ×

⑩ Miyanohara Neighborhood Hall ○ ○ ○ ×

N
om

i-cho

⑪ Kanokawa Public Hall × ○ ○ ○

⑫ Kanokawa Culture Center ○ ○ ○ ②

⑬ Nakamachi Public Hall ○ ○ ○ ×

⑭ Takata Public Hall ○ ○ ○ ②

Check which evacuation center corresponds to which kind of disaster in advance.

⑧ Ozu Public Hall

⑮ Okimi Public Hall

⑥ Kirikushi Public Hall

② Washibe Public Hall
⑭ Takata Public Hall

⑪ Kanokawa Public Hall

⑬ Nakamachi Public Hall

④ Akizuki Public Hall

① Etajima Health Center

� Hitonose Elderly Citizens' Center

⑱ Fukae Elderly Citizens' Center

� Kakiura Elderly Citizens' Center

⑳ Yuko Hall

⑰ Okimi Branch

③ Konan Fureai Center
⑫ Kanokawa Culture Center

� Ogaki Welfare Cultural Hall

⑨ Tsukumo Children's Center

� Former Okimi Elementary School

⑲ Ogaki Public Hall

⑩ Miyanohara Neighborhood Hall

⑦ Konoura Elderly Citizens' Center

⑤ Etajima Community Center⑯ Okimi Fureai Center
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Many typhoons approach Japan from the south 
or southwest direction and move northeast.  Each 
year typhoons land in Japan and some pass 
through Hiroshima Prefecture.  During a typhoon, 
heavy rains, strong winds, sediment disasters, 
storm surges, and high waves can be expected.  
The center of a typhoon is called the “eye of the 
typhoon,” and within the eye of a typhoon there is 
very little rain or wind. However, outside of the eye, 
rain and wind is severe.  Remain vigilant until the 
typhoon has completely passed.

Typhoons or heavy rain may cause rivers to 
overflow and flood houses.  Depending on where 
you live, it may be necessary to evacuate to higher 
ground.

Sediment disasters occur when weakened soil on inclines crumble due to typhoons or earthquakes.  
Stay away from mountains or cliffs.  Pay attention to landslides and flowing debris, too.

Tsunamis (high wave) sometimes strike land after an earthquake.  If you are near the 
coast or a river, quickly evacuate to higher ground. Until you can confirm that the threat 
of a tsunami is over, never go near the coast or a river.

<Predictable Disasters>

● Sediment Disasters

● Tsunami

● Typhoons

● Heavy Rain

Natural Disasters

Typhoon Chart

①
②

①Storm area of 25m/sec. or more
②Strong wind area of 15m/sec. or more
③Storm warning area
④Typhoon probability circle

(Source: Japan Meteorological Agency website)

③

④
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<Unpredictable Disasters>

● Earthquakes

What to do when an earthquake occurs

①Protect yourself and your 
family.

②If you are using any kind of 
flame, extinguish it.

Hide under a sturdy table or desk 
and protect your head. 

Even a small flame can cause a big 
fire. 
Make a habit of extinguishing any 
kind of flame, even if an earthquake is 
minor. 

③Open windows or doors to make 
a way out.

④Do not go outside right away.

Doors sometimes do not open due to an 
earthquake.  Securing a way to escape 
is important particularly in a tall building.  
Open at least two windows or doors, if 
possible.

It is dangerous to go outside right away.  
Check your surroundings first, and act 
calmly.

Depending on where you are (in a car, in an elevator, outside, etc.), how to protect 
yourself and evacuate differs.  Check how to evacuate in each situation in advance.
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Evacuation site

Correct information

⑤Stay away from narrow streets, 
concrete walls, cliffs and rivers.

⑥Follow instructions.

⑦Landslides and tsunamis

When outside, concrete walls may 
co l l apse ,  and  w indow g lass  o r 
signboards may fall down.  Protect 
your head and take refuge in a safe 
building or an open space nearby.

In a place where many people gather, 
a disaster can cause a panic.  Do not 
act on your own judgement.  Follow 
the instructions of the person in 
charge and act calmly.

If you are on the coast or in an area 
where landslides are likely to occur, 
evacuate immediately.  If you are near 
the ocean, a tsunami may strike land.  
Evacuate to a safe high place, soon 
after the earthquake has subsided. 

⑧Evacuate on foot. Keep items to 
a minimum.

⑨Pull your car over to the left-
hand side of the road.

⑩Do not panic.  Do not make 
noise.  Act calmly.

If you evacuate by car, it may cause 
a traffic jam and obstruct firefighting, 
rescue, and relief activities.

If an earthquake occurs while you are 
driving, pull over to the left-hand side 
of the road.

During a disaster, rumors cause 
confusion.  Pay attention to information 
issued by the news media, city office, 
fire stations, police stations, etc.
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Seismic Intensity and Tremor Conditions
●MAGUNICHUUDO … The size of the earthquake.
●SHINDO  ……………… The intensity of the earth tremors (Japanese scale).
●SHINGEN   …………… The epicenter of the earthquake.
●KINKYUU JISHIN SOKUHOU (Emergency Earthquake News Update)
……………………………… Predicts an earthquake before large tremors occur to inform people 

as soon as possible. This prediction may appear on TV, heard over 
the radio, or messages on your cell. (The earthquake may begin as 
quickly as ten seconds afterwards)

Peop le  do  not 
feel the shaking.

S o m e  p e o p l e 
inside the building 
w i l l  f e e l  t h e 
shaking.

M a n y  p e o p l e 
inside the building 
w i l l  f e e l  t h e 
shaking. 
Hanging objects 
will sway slightly.

A lmos t  eve ryone 
inside the building 
will feel the shaking.  
D i s h e s  i n s i d e 
cabinets may rattle.

Unstable objects 
may fall over.

SHINDO
0

SHINDO
1

SHINDO
2

SHINDO
3

SHINDO
4

Unstable furniture 
may  f a l l  ove r .  
W a l l s  m a y 
collapse.  Dishes 
and books may 
fall down. 

Heavy furniture 
such as cabinets 
may fall over.  It 
will be difficult to 
drive a car. 

It is hard to stand.  
Building walls and 
window glass will 
b reak .  Gas  and 
water supply pipes 
will be damaged.

You cannot move 
without crawling.

You cannot move 
by yourself.

SHINDO
5

JAKU
(Lower)

SHINDO
5

KYOU
(Upper)

SHINDO
6

JAKU
(Lower)

SHINDO
6

KYOU
(Upper)

SHINDO
7
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Japanese Used during Disasters
Advisory
(CHUIHO)

An announcement issued when there is a risk of a disaster. Advisories such as 
“O-AME CHUIHO” (heavy rain advisory) and “KOZUI CHUIHO” (flood advisory) 
are issued using “~CHUI HO.” 

Warning
 (KEIHO)

An announcement issued when there is a risk of a large-scale disaster.  
Warnings such as “O-AME KEIHO” (heavy rain warning) and “KOZUI KEIHO” 
(flood warning) are issued using “~KEIHO.”

Special warning
 (TOKUBETSU KEIHO)

An announcement issued when there is a risk of an unprecedented, abnormal 
phenomenon.  Take action immediately to protect your life.

Rain storm 
(BOFU-U) Severe rain and wind.

Storm area
 (BOFU IKI)

An area around a typhoon or low pressure system, where wind is blowing or 
will blow at an average speed of 25m/s or more.

Strong wind area
 (KYOFU IKI)

An area where wind is blowing at a speed greater than 15m/s but less than 
25m/s.

Wind speed
 (FUSOKU) The speed at which wind blows, usually expressed in m/s.

Maximum gust wind speed 
(SAIDAI SHUNKAN FUSOKU) Maximum gust wind speed within a given period.

Typhoon
 (TAIFU)

Sometimes a typhoon is modified by such words as large, very large, strong, 
very strong, and violent.

Typhoon No. ~
(TAIFU ~GO) Each year typhoons are sequentially numbered starting from No. 1.

Thunderstorm
(RAI-U) A storm with thunder and rain.　*thunder (KAMINARI) 

① For a while 
(ICHIJI)  

② Sometimes
(TOKI DOKI) 

 ③ After that
(NOCHI)

① The period during which the phenomenon occurs is less than 1/4 of the 
forecast period.
② The period during which the phenomenon occurs is less than 1/2 of the 
forecast period. 
③ Different phenomena occur in the first half and the second half of the 
forecast period.

Aftershock
(YOSHIN)

Smaller earthquakes following a large earthquake.  Intensity and frequency 
vary.  Aftershocks may continue for many days. 

Evacuation
(HINAN) The action of fleeing to a different place to avoid a disaster. 

Evacuation center/site
(HINANJO/HINAN BASHO) A place to evacuate to in the event of a disaster.  

Evacuation advisory
(HINAN KANKOKU)

An announcement issued by the mayor to recommend evacuation when the 
possibility of human casualties is high.

Evacuation instruction
(HINAN SHIJI)

An announcement issued when there is an imminent risk of damage. While not 
mandatory, please follow the instructions and go to an evacuation center. 

Evacuation preparation information
(HINAN JUNBI JOHO)

An announcement issued by the mayor to be ready for evacuation. Those that 
need time to evacuate should evacuate as early as possible.

Flood
 (KOZUI)

A disaster caused by rising and overflowing of a river due to heavy rain, melted 
snow, etc.

Inundation
(SHINSUI)

To be flooded with water. (Example: inundation above the floor level of a 
building)

Landslide
(GAKE KUZURE)

A large mass of rocks and earth that suddenly and quickly moves down a steep 
slope due to heavy rain or an earthquake.

Caution
(KEIKAI) Be vigilant and prepared. 

Partial destruction
(HANKAI) Destruction of 20 to 50% of a building. 

Tsunami A series of waves (sometimes more than 10m high that can wash away houses 
and people). 
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Japanese Used in Evacuation Centers
1 Reception. (UKETSUKE) 15

Food will be distributed at 　　　:　　　.
 (TABERU MONO WA　　　JI　　　FUN NI KUDARIMASU)

2 Aid station. (KYUGOSHO) 16 No smoking. (KINEN)

3 Man. (OTOKO) 17 Dangerous. (ABUNAI)

4 Woman. (ONNA) 18 Do not touch. (SAWARUNA)

5 No entry. (TACHIIRI KINSHI) 19 No alcohol. (KINSHU)

6 Do not use. (SHIYO KINSHI) 20
Please take off your shoes here. 
(KUTSU O KOKO DE NUIDE KUDASAI)

7 Smoking area. (KITSUENJO) 21
Please take care of your valuables by yourself.
 (KICHOHIN WA JIBUN DE KANRI SHITE KUDASAI)  

8 Toilet. (TOIRE) 22
 Please keep quiet in the room.
 (SHITSUNAI DE WA SHIZUKA NI SHIMASHO)

9
This water is drinkable. 
(KONO MIZU WA NOMEMASU)

23
Lights-out time:　　　　:　　　　.
 (SHOTO JIKAN：　　　　：　　　　)

10
This water is not drinkable.
(KONO MIZU WA NOMEMASEN)

24
Please inform headquarters if there are sick or injured persons.
(BYONIN, KEGANIN GA IRU TOKI WA HONBU NI OSHIRASE KUDASAI)

11
Please turn off your mobile phone. 
(KEITAI DENWA NO DENGEN O KITTE KUDASAI)

25
Do not throw away garbage here.
 (KOKO NI GOMI O SUTENAIDE KUDASAI)

12
Please switch your mobile phone to manner mode.
(KEITAI DENWA WA MANA MODE NI SHITE KUDASAI)

26
Non-burnable garbage. 
(MOENAI GOMI)

13
Please use your mobile phone here.
 (KEITAI DENWA WA KOKO DE KAKETE KUDASAI)

27 Burnable garbage. (MOERU GOMI)

14
Usage time: within　　　　minutes.
(RIYO JIKAN：　　　　FUN INAI)

28 Other garbage. (SONOTA GOMI)
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Links
Hiroshima Disaster Prevention Website http://www.bousai.pref.hiroshima.jp/hdis/

(Japanese, English, Chinese, Portuguese, Korean, and others)

Sediment Disaster  Portal Hiroshima (Japanese) http://www.sabo.pref.hiroshima.lg.jp/portal/top.aspx

Japan Meteorological Agency
（Japanese）  http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/

（English） http://www.jma.go.jp/en/warn/index.html

Fire and Disaster Management Agency
*A Disaster Prevention Manual is available.

（Japanese） http://www.fdma.go.jp/

（English） http://www.fdma.go.jp/en/

Council of Local Authorities for International Relations (CLAIR)

Multilingual Living Information http://www.clair.or.jp/tagengo/index.html

(Japanese, English, Chinese, Portuguese, Korean, Tagalog, other)

Disaster Support Information for Foreign Residents 
(Some information is multilingual.) http://www.clair.or.jp/tabunka/shinsai/index.html

Etajima City provides mail delivery service to send public 
transportation information (timetables and route search sites), 
childrearing information, disaster and emergency information, and 
fire station information. Please use this mail delivery service!
You can sign up for the service by scanning the following QR code. 

Etajima City Disaster Prevention Twitter (in Japanese)…a means to provide disaster and disaster prevention information

Disaster prevention AR app (in Japanese)…to check the locations of evacuation centers during a disaster 　

Official account URL　https://twitter.com/etajima_bousai

Download “Mitacho” on your smartphone and use it!　➡

Etajima Oshirase Mail (in Japanese)

Etajima City information is sent by email.　　
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Disaster Prevention Memo
Name

Nationality

Blood type

Passport No.

Alien registration No.
(resident card: 2012.7~) 

Address in Japan

Phone number
Home

Mobile

Name of co-resident

Workplace,
training institution,

school, etc.

Name

Address

Phone

Friend in Japan

Name

Address

Phone

Contact person 
in your country

Name

Phone

Immigration Office

Embassy/Consulate

City Office

Gas

Electricity

Water 

Other contact information

It is recommended that you decide 
how to contact each other as a 
family in advance.
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Disaster victims can leave messages with their mobile phones for others to read. 

Ambulance/fire truck Police

Give way to ambulances or fire trucks if they approach with their sirens on.

Disaster victims can leave voice messages for others to listen to. 

How to 
leave a
message

Record Your home
phone number Record

Listen PlayPhone number of the person whose
message you want to listen to

Disaster Message Board
 (online service for mobile phones, etc.)

How to 
leave a
message

Sign up and confirm the message at the mobile phone site
“Disaster Message Board.”

Emergency Contact Information 

Disaster Emergency Message Dial 
(Usable from landlines, mobile phones, PHS, and public phones.)

*The “Disaster Emergency Message Dial” and “Disaster Message Board” services can be tested 
on the 1st and 15th of each month and during disaster prevention week. Please try it out. 

Published and edited by: Crisis Management Section, Etajima City

4859-9 Nomi-cho Naka-machi, Etajima-shi, Hiroshima 737-2392

☎0823−40−2218　Fax0823−45−3301

【Published August, 2015】

Disaster Prevention Guidebook for Foreign Residents　Etajima City


